
Optimal Reinsertion of Canelled Train LinesJulie Jespersen Groth, Jens ClausenDanish State Railways (DSB), S-tog a/s, Prodution Planning, Kalvebod Brygge 32,5., 1560 Copenhagen V, Denmark & Informatis and Mathematial Modelling, TheTehnial University of Denmark, jjespersen�s-tog.dsb.dk, j�imm.dtu.dkAbstrat. One reovery strategy in ase of a major disruption in a railnetwork is to anel all trains on a spei� line of the network. When thedisturbane has ended, the anelled line must be reinserted as soon aspossible. In this artile we present a mixed integer programming (MIP)model for alulating the best way to reinsert anelled train lines in a railnetwork overed by a periodi timetable. Using a high abstration levelit has been possible to inorporate the temporal aspet in the model onlyrelying on the information embedded in the train identi�ation numbersof eah departure. The model �nds the optimal solution in an average of0.5 CPU seonds in eah test ase.1 Introdution to DSB S-togDSB S-tog (S-tog) is the operator of the ity rail of Copenhagen, Denmark.Covering approximately 170 km double-traks and 80 stations the ity rail ofCopenhagen servies the inner and outer parts of Copenhagen. At a daily levelthe operator arries approximately 30.000 passengers. S-tog is the only userof the traks, whih are ontrolled by the infrastrutural owner BaneDanmark(BD).The S-tog network is formed by train lines overing the S-tog infrastrutureby various ompositions of routes depending on the timetable in use. Figure 1shows the present line omposition overing the network. The di�erent parts ofthe network are alled setions. There are 8 setions in the network; A entralsetion, 6 �ngers, and the irular rail. The lines merge in the entral setionas they interset, and they de-merge as they re-enters the respetive �ngers a-ording to their shedule.The struture of the S-tog network implies that a high number of lines in-terset in the entral setion. The trains on eah line all run with a 20 minutesfrequeny. Given 10 lines interseting the entral setion this means that within20 minutes there is at most 2 minutes between eah train in the entral setioni.e. there is a 2 minutes average headway in between the trains. Suh low head-way implies that even small delays an have a signi�ant negative e�et on ahigh number of trains.



Fig. 1. The network of DSB S-tog in 20061.1 Trains and DepotsEah line in the S-tog network is overed by 4 to 10 trains depending on theduration of the line iruit. Eah train is overed by one or more train units.The overage of a single train usually varies during the day in aordane withthe expeted passenger loads over the day.At all times a train number is assoiated with eah driving train. The trainnumber is hanged every time a train turns at a line terminal to run in theopposite diretion. For eah train there is hene a series of train numbers duringthe day de�ning the tasks of that partiular train during that day. The trainunits used to over the train may be hanged ompletely during the day. Thenumber series of a train is alled the train's train sequene. A train is de�ned byits train sequene and not by the train units overing it during the day. Figure2 shows an example of a line overed by two trains where eah train is overedby a train sequene and di�erent train units during the day.There is muh information embedded in the train numbers. These are �vedigit numbers indiating the train line, stopping pattern, diretion and time ofday. The �rst two digits is the line identi�ation. The spei� value of the thirddigit represents the stopping pattern used on the line at that train number. Ifthe digit is an even number the train is south going and if it is odd it is north
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16155Fig. 2. Two train series together overing a train linegoing. The fourth and �fth digits identify the time interval of day that the trainnumber passes the entral station, KH. For example, if the last two digits are 26,the train will pass KH at hour b 263  = 8 as the third train in the 8th hour i.e. thetrain will pass the entral station between 8:40 and 8:59. The time within thehour is deided by the last two digits in the train number modular 3, where 3 isnumber trains in eah hour. The remainders possible are 0, 1 and 2 desribingrespetively the �rst, seond and third train during eah hour. Espeially theinformation of time of day embedded in the train number beomes useful in theontext of reinsertion.Rolling stok depots are situated at the majority of line terminals and atthe entral station. The rew depot is loated at the entral station. Crew aretransported from the rew depot to the rolling stok depots in situations wheretrains are started up, exept for day start up where drivers are required to starttheir duties at the depot. The rolling stok depots serve as sinks and soures ofthe network when taking out or inserting train units.2 Reovery StrategiesDuring the daily operation inidents our that disturb the sheduled departures.These an be externally or internally aused inidents. Remedies an, to a ertainextent, be employed to prevent internally aused inidents e.g. if the rolling stokis suspeted to ause inidents by break downs, more frequent heks at themaintenane enter an be planned.The external inidents are harder to ompensate for in advane. There are,though, the possibility of onstruting all shedules of departures, rew an rollingstok with inluded bu�er times at relevant plaes in the shedules and aordingto the expetations of delays. It is not neessarily evident where in the shedulesit is optimal to loate the bu�ers. This information an be derived by e.g. simula-



tion studies based on real observations of the shedules, .f. e.g. Hofman et al. [5℄.Even though preautions are taken to minimize the e�ets of inidents, it willnot be possible to avoid delays ompletely. Therefore, di�erent reovery strate-gies have been developed for reovering the shedules of departures, rew androlling stok.Examples of reovery strategies are Trains turned earlier on their route (see�gure 3), Train set to stop at all stations an be made drive-through train orEntire train lines an be anelled. A drive-through train is a train that does notstop on spei� smaller stations.

Fig. 3. Illustration of an early turn aroundManaging reovery is a joint task for the infrastrutural owner and the op-erator using the traks. In the S-tog network the infrastrutural owner has theresponsibility of the departures being proessed and therefore the deision au-thority on this issue. The rail operator has at its disposal the resoures rew androlling stok and has therefore the responsibility of mathing these resoures tothe demand de�ned by the departures.When larger disturbanes our on the DSB S-tog network, the disturbedsituation is often managed by taking out an entire S-tog train line i.e. all de-partures on a train line are anelled. By taking out a train line more slak isreated in the timetable, i.e. the headways are inreased between train lines,whih are time-adjaent aording to the timetable. In this way bu�er times areinreased in the timetable and more room is reated for absorbing the delays.A take-out is arried out by shunting the rolling stok to depot traks as thetrains arrive at rolling stok depots. In the proess of take-out it is normally notallowed to drive \bakwards" in the network. A train an only drive forward tothe next depot to be taken out. Therefore, the trains in the iruit of the line in



question ends up being distributed among the depots along the line aordingto where they were in the network when the deision of anelling the line wasmade. It is ruial to realize that train units that are taken out at a depot arenot neessarily used to over the same trains when reinserted. Reall that a trainis de�ned by its train sequene and not by the train units overing it.3 The Reinsertion ProblemWhen an adequate level of regularity has been re-established in the operation,the anelled train lines are reinserted aording to shedule. The status of op-eration is evaluated by a train ontroller from the infrastruture operator. Afterthe deision of initiating reinsertion has been made, the reinsertion should bearried out as quikly as possible under ertain onsideration regarding keepingorder of trains.When a train is reinserted it is transported as empty stok from the depottraks to the platform. A train driver arrives on a running train from the rewdepot at the entral station, KH, aording to a sheduled arrival. The train tobe reinserted departs aording to a sheduled departure on the relevant trainline.The reinsertion sheme is alulated by a rolling stok dispather from DSBS-tog. The reinsertion is presently sheduled for one train line at a time. It isneessary to deide whih trains already in operation an transport train driversto the rolling stok depots, where trains are inserted. The number of trains tobe inserted from eah depot is determined by the dispather, however, it is notgiven whih train units at the rolling stok depots should be inserted to overwhih trains in the shedule of the train line.For the majority of lines, intermediate rolling stok depots exist along theline's route. As for the terminal depots, it is determined how many trains mustbe inserted from the intermediate depots in total. There is, however, for eahintermediate depot a possibility of inserting trains in both diretions. Insertingin both diretions dereases the �nishing time of the reinsertion proess.The problem is now to deide when the reinsertion shall start on eah rollingstok depot. This hoie must be made taking into aount the order of trainson several levels.Firstly, if a reinsertion has begun from a ertain rolling stok depot, theremaining trains to be inserted from that depot must be inserted in order a-ording to frequeny, so that there at no time ours a frequeny-interval withan unovered departure. For example, at DSB S-tog the frequeny is 20 minuteson all train lines. If 3 trains must be reinserted from Farum rolling stok depotand the �rst reinserted train departs at 15:18, then the remaining 2 trains mustbe reinserted and depart at respetively 15:38 and 15:58. Inserting the remain-



ing two trains at 15:58 and 16:18 would mean a vaant frequeny interval at15:38 i.e. order would not have been kept and that would be an illegal solution.Seondly, the order with respet to frequeny must also be kept aross rollingstok depots. After the initiation of reinsertion, the time between two adjaentdepartures on any station in the network must always be the frequeny of 20minutes.One of the advantages of the reinsertion model is the solution time of themodel ompared to manual alulations. Also, it is possible to alulate a rein-sertion plan immediately when the distribution of trains among depots is knownafter the take out. As the timetable is periodi the reinsertion sheme alulatedwill in priniple be the same exept for the exat train numbers that must beinserted. This might lead to some advantages with respet to oordinating thetrain driver shedules aording to the reinsertion, thereby preventing reinsertionshedules being disarded beause of the lak of drivers.4 ReferenesNo literature has been found that resembles the exat problem of reinsertingtrain lines. The problem is, however, similar to that of assigning resoures totasks and of making lines of work (also alled pairings) for eah member in a setof resoures. The objetives di�er in these problems. In the assignment of tasksto resoures, the objetive is most often to minimize the total ost of resoures,see for example Gamahe et al. in [4℄. In the reinsertion problem we minimizethe time of the �nal task performed.Typially, general rew sheduling problems are exeedingly larger than thereinsertion problem. A well-doumented approah for solving these large prob-lems is by formulating the problem using a olumn generation model. This isdone in a substantial number of papers. We refer to Jaumard et al. [6℄ andEveborn and R�onnquist [3℄.The struture of the rew sheduling problems are also found in the vehilerouting problems, where routes among a known set of ustomers are found to befor a eet of vehiles. The olumn generation approah for solving the vehilerouting problem with time windows was introdued by Desrosiers et al. [2℄ in1984.Resoure sheduling problems are also often solved heuristially. In Cai andLi [1℄ and Wassan and Osman [8℄ di�erent heuristis proedures are presented.Mason et al. [7℄ presents a method for personnel rostering that integrates integerprogramming proedures with heuristis and simulation.



5 Produtions-data Regarding Train Numbers andTimetablesBeause of the struture of the reinsertion problem, this an be solved givenrelatively little information. There are two types of data neessary in the model.The model must be built with bakground data based on the long term planningof timetable and rolling stok. When a reinsertion plan is needed in the opera-tion, ertain information of the real time situation is neessary.From the long term planning it is neessary to know for eah rolling stokdepot how many trains (on the anelled train line) an depart from the relevantrolling stok depot from the departure time of the �rst train that an transportdrivers from the rew depot station to rolling stok depots, until the departuretime of the �rst train that an be inserted from the relevant rolling stok depot.Furthermore, it is neessary to know the number of trains on the train line.As mentioned in Setion 1.1, eah train in the train line overs a series oftrain numbers olletively forming a train sequene for eah train. For the math-ematial model it is only neessary to be able to di�er between the trains. Itis suÆient to make one alulation for eah distribution of trains over depots.This is due to the periodi format of the timetable whih implies that the solu-tion to the reinsertion problem is generi (in that the struture is independentof the spei� times given in the timetable). As there is only limited numberof distribution of trains among depots, all solutions an easily be generated inadvane and updated aording to time of day in the real time situation.In real time it is neessary to know for eah rolling stok depot how manytrains must be inserted from eah depot. By omparing this information withthe information of the �rst driver-arrying train, the rolling stok dispather aneasily lookup the relevant solution.For the rolling stok dispather it is also neessary to be able to identify thespei� train numbers on the train line from eah rolling stok depot. Addition-ally, the train numbers that will be used to transport the train drivers to therolling stok depot must be identi�ed. That is, the train numbers are synony-mous with knowing the time of day of insertion. All train numbers relevant inthe reinsertion proess an be alulated using the train number of the �rst trainthat an transport train drivers to rolling stok depots.The solution looked up by the rolling stok dispather is used to �nd the trainnumbers of respetively the trains to be reinserted and the trains to transportdrivers.6 A real life exampleTwo lines, H and H+, run on the route between Frederikssund (FS) and Farum(FM). When large disturbanes our involving the setions of this route, theH+ line is typially taken out. The 10 trains forming the line H+ iruit are



taken out on the terminal rolling stok depots, FS and FM, and on the interme-diate depots of Ballerup (BA) and KH. Reall that the rew depot is at KH.An example of distribution of the H+ trains over depots is that 2 trains aretaken out on eah of the terminal depots and 3 on eah of the intermediate de-pots. One senario of reinsertion is then that two trains must be reinserted fromeah terminal depot and three trains must be reinserted from eah intermediatedepot where insertion is possible in both diretions.Figure 4 illustrates the driver-arrying trains. Line a and d are the �rst trainsgoing respetively south and north that an bring out drivers to depots. As the�rst driver-arrying train (in eah diretion) passes eah depot the reinsertionat the depots an be initiated.
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f)Fig. 4. The straight lines a, b and  illustrates driver-arrying trains going south andthe lines d, e and f those going north. The lines initiate reinsertion at the di�erentdepot as they pass them.In the reinsertion model the initiation time of reinsertion is ounted in in-tegral time slots. It is ounted how many trains on the train line in questionwas planned to leave the depot from the deision of reinsertion until the �rstdriver-arrying train reahes the depot. In Figure 5 there are 2 trains originallyplanned to leave the FS depot before reinsertion an begin.The exat approah of a reinsertion is illustrated in Figure 6. For eah of the�gures a) - d) trains are inserted from a depot. Observe that order is kept at alltime. There is no vaant frequeny intervals at depots and there are no stationswhere passengers experiene vaant frequeny intervals. Illustrated in red on a),b) and d) is the driver-arrying trains transporting drivers for the reinsertion.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the reinsertion start time at the FS depot. From the deisionof reinsertion until the reinsertion an begin at the FS depot, there are two sheduledtrains that an not be reinserted as the driver-arrying train has not yet reahed thedepot7 The Mathematial ModelThe goal of the model is to deide whih train, i 2 I should be inserted fromwhih depot, k 2 K. Eah originally sheduled train i (before take out) must beovered with train units and hene reinserted in operation aording to shedule.Also it must be deided for eah train in whih time slot j 2 J the reinsertionwill be arried out.The model deides whih trains will run but it does not onsider whih trainunits to use to over the trains. It is assumed that the information of distributionof train units aross depots is provided as input and thereby suÆient in numberto over the trains.The variables representing whih train to be inserted from whih depot andwhen are binary:xi;j;k = �1 if train i is inserted in time slot j from depot k0 otherwiseIf we onsider the trains to be inserted as tasks and the depot as a resoure,the problem strongly resembles an assignment problem of assigning rew totasks. Eah task in this ase must be overed one. This is guaranteed by thepartitioning onstraints (1):Pj;k xi;j;k = 1; 8 i 2 I (1)Equations (2) are inluded so that no time slot for a depot or train is overedmore than one:
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Fig. 6. Illustration of a reinsertion. In a) trains are inserted from depot FS, in b) fromdepot BA, in ) from KH and in d) from FM.Pi xi;j;k � 1; 8 j 2 J; k 2 K (2)In the model it is known how many trains are to be inserted from eah depot.Therefore, binding onstraints exist for eah depot. They di�er for respetivelyterminal and intermediate depots. As the trains are inserted only in one diretionat the terminal depots, k 2 KT , the binding onstraints for these depots are :Pi;j xi;j;k = Dk 8k 2 KT (3)As mentioned earlier the speed of insertion is inreased when insertion onintermediate depots are made in both diretions. In the model it is hosen foreah intermediate depot to insert half of the trains in one diretion and the otherhalf in the other diretion. When an odd number of trains is to be inserted froma depot, the model deides how many must be inserted in eah diretion. This ishandled in the model by inluding two depots for eah intermediate depot. Theset of intermediate depots is denoted KI . It is onstruted by sets of two depotstogether denoting one intermediate depot where reinsertion an be arried outin l diretions, KI = KI1 [ :::[KIl , where l 2 L. L is the set of diretions, whihin the S-tog network for all depots is north or south. The total set of depots isK = KT [KI .The sum of trains inserted in both diretions should equal the total numberof trains to be inserted from the intermediate depot. Current pratise is thathalf of the trains are inserted from the intermediate depot in one diretion and



the other half in the opposite diretion. Equations (4) ensure that the numberof trains inserted in eah diretion is the total number of trains to be inserteddivided by 2. If an odd number of trains is to be inserted, the result is rounded upor down to nearest integer depending on whih is more favorable to the model.See equations (5) and (6).Pi;j;k xi;j;k =Pk Dk; 8 l 2 L; k 2 KIl (4)Pi;j xi;j;k = DIk; 8 k 2 KI (5)DIk � bDk2  DIk � dDk2 e (6)It is ruial that ertain orders are kept as the trains are inserted. As men-tioned in Setion 3 order should be kept within depots and between depots. Also,reinsertion must not begin on a depot before a train driver an arrive from therew depot to drive the train to be reinserted.To assure that eah train is inserted only one, it is neessary to take intoonsideration the train sequenes of eah train desribing in whih time slot eahtrain is at the di�erent depots. To handle this a onstant is introdued, ini;j;k.ini;j;k = �1 if train i may depart from depot k in time slot j0 otherwiseIt is not possible to insert a train from a depot, if it is not there at thatspei� time slot. We refer to this as the order between stations and it is assuredby equation (7). xi;j;k � ini;j;k; 8 i 2 I; j 2 J; k 2 K (7)To model the order within stations we introdue two sets of integer variables,startk and endk. Also, we introdue equations (8) to (11). Equations (8) onnetthe start and end variables. Equations (9) assure that reinsertion is not begunbefore the �rst driver an arrive at the depot. For the purpose of determiningthis a onstant, Ck, is given. The onstant indiates how many trains has beensheduled at depot k from the time of the deision of reinsertion until drivers areable to reah the depot, f. Figure 5. Equations (10) and (11) ensure that whena reinsertion has begun on depot, it is arried out ontinuously in adjaent timeslots. startk +Pi;j xi;j;k � 1 = endk; 8 k 2 K (8)startk � Ck + 1; 8 k 2 K (9)startk � j +M � �1� xi;j;k�; 8 i 2 I; j 2 J; k 2 K (10)



endk � j �M � �1� xi;j;k�; 8 i 2 I; j 2 J; k 2 K (11)Muh of the information of the timetable and departures is embedded in thetrain numbers. The periodi form of the timetable supports this formulation. Thetrain numbers to be inserted when xi;j;k is 1 is alulated from an initial trainnumber on a train able to arry train drivers to the depots and some onstantdesribing the relationship between the train numbers on the driver-arrying lineand the line to be reinserted. The train number is adjusted aording to the timeslot in whih it is to be inserted. See equation (12).TrainNumberi;j;k = �InitialT rain+ TrainConstk + j� � xi;j;k;8 i 2 I; j 2 J; k 2 K (12)The objetive of the model is to reinsert as quikly as possible. This is assuredby an objetive funtion of minimizing the maximum inserted train number,MaxTrainNumber. As information of time of day is embedded in the trainnumbers this equivalent with minimizing the latest time of reinsertion. This isahieved by minimizing the maximum value of the last two digit number in thetrain number. Minimize MaxTrainNumber (13)MaxTrainNumber � TrainNumberi;j;k; 8 i 2 I; j 2 J; k 2 K (14)8 Computational ExperieneThe running time of the model is not relevant in real time as reinsertion shemesare generated in advane and looked up at the relevant time. Test results do,however, show that the running time of the model on average is only approxi-mately 0.5 CPU seonds, i.e. the model solves the problem in real time for therelevant problem instanes. The real-time approah is not hosen partly dueto software liense issues, partly due to the generi nature of the reinsertionshemes.9 An Improved Planning ProessThe initial request for a tool for alulating reinsertion was made by the rollingstok dispathers themselves. They regarded the problem of reating reinsertionshedules by hand as ompliated and time demanding. First a tool was madethat was not based on the priniples of MIP. It was merely a spreadsheet al-ulating the reinsertion plan from basi knowledge of the distribution of trains,



the �rst driver-arrying train and a large set of if-then-else-loops. The projetof reating an optimization model for alulating the reinsertion was startedmainly due to the quite ompliated task of updating the initial reinsertion tool.The mathematial model of the reinsertion problem has been implemented inGams and solved in Cplex. The initial reinsertion model is still in use. It will bereplaed by the MIP model during the autumn 2006.Solutions are generated with the MIP model for all possible senarios of dis-tributing trains over rolling stok depots. The solutions are then stored and therolling stok dispather an look up the solutions via a spreadsheet.The reinsertion model has inreased the level of servie o�ered to the pas-sengers. Earlier, when the rolling stok dispather had to make the alulationof reinsertion by hand, the solutions where either not generated beause it tookto long time to alulate a solution, or a solution was generated with a longertotal reinsertion time than the optimal solution. In the �rst ase the train lineswould remain anelled for the remainder of the day.Besides the passenger servie improvement, the reinsertion model dereasesthe level of stress for the rolling stok dispathers. Solutions an be generatedimmediately to satisfy the demand of the train ontrollers in harge of the reinser-tion deision. This has rendered a more eÆient planning proess with resouresleft for other tasks.Also the maintenane of the model has been eased to the satisfation of theanalyst updating it. The MIP model is easy to update aording to a new perioditimetable. This is done simply by hanging the set of onstants presently usedin the model and generating a new set of solutions.10 Further DevelopmentsPresently the reinsertion model is used only for senarios where a anelledline needs to be inserted into a running operation, in whih running trains antransport drivers to rolling stok depots. Future developments on the model willenable omplete startups where trains an be inserted as the �rst on their route.This requires that train numbers are alulated from virtual train numbers.The number of trains to be reinserted on eah depot is input to the model.Oasionally the number of trains available for operation on the depots is largerthan the number of trains that has been taken out. It seems very relevant tohange the model to aount for this fat in suh a way that the model deidesthe exat number of trains to be inserted from eah depot, ensuring that thetotal number of trains reinserted is the number of trains needed to over theline.



The present model works with a distribution of trains reinserted in eah dire-tion on intermediate depots of half reinserted in one diretion and the other halfreinserted in the other diretion. Further developments on the model involveshanging the onstraints (6) to enable solutions where the number of trains rein-serted in eah diretion on eah intermediate depot are deisison variables.At some of the routes of the S-tog network more than two lines over a routesimultaneously. A relevant reovery senario is that more than one line is an-elled along the route. It would be relevant to adjust the reinsertion model sothat it an oordinate and give the results for the reinsertion of more than oneline at a time. In the model this would mainly mean modi�ation of input.The quality of solutions generated by the reinsertion model strongly dependson the distribution of trains on depots. At the time of disruption, take out isarried out with no regards to a later reinsertion. There is no time for rearrangingtrains at depots so that the best possible reinsertion is possible at a later time.There will though be the possibility of making small hanges in the take outplan. For example, it might be possible to drive forward to next-losest depotinstead of taking it out of operation at the losest depot. The evaluation of whihis best an be made by the reinsertion model.11 ConlusionBeause of the information embedded in train numbers the MIP model has beenmade at a high level of abstration. Regardless of this, the reinsertion model anbe used in operation in its urrent form.The MIP model is easy to update aording to a new periodi timetable.This has dereased the possibility of the rolling stok dispathers having to waitfor an updated version.The solutions generated with the reinsertion model always generates optimalsolutions with respet to the latest inserted train. This was not often ahievedwhen the reinsertion was alulated by hand. Frequently, the train line remainedanelled for the remainder of the day.
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